Bmw e46 supercharger kit

A VF supercharger kit for the E46 adds hp and over 50ft-lbs of torque in a bolt-on package that
can be installed over a weekend! VF disassembled the stock ECU software, re-wrote it using
their own maps and algorithims, and tuned the i specifically for their Vortech supercharger.
Boost is set at 6psi but thanks to VF software tuning the expected gains are the same, or more,
than kits running greater boost. The goal was better-than-factory drivability and smoothness
with more power in the mid-high RPM range. The VF kit has been designed to run from the stock
serpentine belt layout but with a longer OEM-style belt. This retains the use of the stock belt
tensioner assembly so there is no need to manually tension the belt or run into belt slipping
issues. All intake ducts are molded from polypropylene plastic for smooth airflow and light
weight. All major components are finished in stealthy black anodize or dye for an OEM
appearance. VF is one of the leading Vortech supercharger kit manufacturers in the world. Their
expertise has been applied to BMWs as well as Lamborghinis and Audis with unmatched quality
and results. All components are backed by a one year warranty. Comprehensive installation
instructions are included with an expected install time of approximately 8 hours. The kit is fully
reversible to restore the car back to stock. All major components are Made in California. There
is simply no easier way to hp gains that is less intrusive and retains OEM functionality of other
systems. S54 swaps may have an OE appeal but requires a long parts list and specific expertise
in BMW electronics to complete. And thorough care and attention to detail are required to reach
a level of OE factory fit and finish without looking sloppy and unprofessional. All of that is not
an issue with a VF supercharger kit that looks and performs like it was installed on the
production line in Munich. Notice of Emissions Non-Compliance. This supercharger forms part
of a vehicle's emissions equipment. Removing, disabling, or altering emissions equipment on a
pollution-controlled road vehicle is illegal. Installing devices or software that trick, disable, or
modify emissions controls and monitors on a pollution-controlled road vehicle is also illegal.
Unless noted above, this product is not legal for installation or use in California on any pollution
controlled motor vehicle. Not legal for installation or use on any pollution controlled motor
vehicle in any state, province, or jurisdiction governed by, or which has adopted, CARB or EPA
regulations. Be the First To Know. A VF supercharger kit for the E46 adds hp and 60ft-lbs of
torque in a bolt-on package that can be installed over a weekend! VF disassembled the stock
ECU software, re-wrote it using their own maps and algorithims, and tuned the i specifically for
their Vortech supercharger. Boost is set at 6psi but thanks to VF software tuning the expected
gains are the same, or more, than kits running greater boost. The goal was better-than-factory
drivability and smoothness with more power in the mid-high RPM range. The VF kit has been
designed to run from the stock serpentine belt layout but with a longer OEM-style belt. This
retains the use of the stock belt tensioner assembly so there is no need to manually tension the
belt or run into belt slipping issues. All intake ducts are molded from polypropylene plastic for
smooth airflow and light weight. All major components are finished in stealthy black anodize or
dye for an OEM appearance. VF is one of the leading Vortech supercharger kit manufacturers in
the world. Their expertise has been applied to BMWs as well as Lamborghinis and Audis with
unmatched quality and results. All components are backed by a one year warranty.
Comprehensive installation instructions are included with an expected install time of
approximately 8 hours. The kit is fully reversible to restore the car back to stock. All major
components are Made in California. There is simply no easier way to hp gains that is less
intrusive and retains OEM functionality of other systems. S54 swaps may have an OE appeal but
requires a long parts list and specific expertise in BMW electronics to complete. And thorough
care and attention to detail are required to reach a level of OE factory fit and finish without
looking sloppy and unprofessional. All of that is not an issue with a VF supercharger kit that
looks and performs like it was installed on the production line in Munich. Notice of Emissions
Non-Compliance. This supercharger forms part of a vehicle's emissions equipment. Removing,
disabling, or altering emissions equipment on a pollution-controlled road vehicle is illegal.
Installing devices or software that trick, disable, or modify emissions controls and monitors on
a pollution-controlled road vehicle is also illegal. Unless noted above, this product is not legal
for installation or use in California on any pollution controlled motor vehicle. Not legal for
installation or use on any pollution controlled motor vehicle in any state, province, or
jurisdiction governed by, or which has adopted, CARB or EPA regulations. Be the First To
Know. A hp gain over stock, eclipsing the output of a Nissan GTR! Featuring the self contained
Vortech V3 supercharger unit in Si trim , the supercharger is capable of producing up to hp. The
VT comes with a high capacity front mount intercooler FMIC and a specially developed cast
aluminum intake manifold assembly with an integrated high capacity bypass valve designed not
only for optimum flow, but for minimal weight to not disrupt the iconic chassis balance of the
M3. The VT is a complete system with everything you need and is easily upgradeable as all the
major hardware components are the same all the way up to our VT The supercharger system

includes the ESS E-Flash OBD2 cable and specific ESS engine software that is perfectly
calibrated for the VT supercharged engine providing optimum ignition timing under all
conditions, recalibrated throttle control for quicker throttle response, recalibrated VANOS
control, and perfectly optimized fuel delivery. The dyno limiter and top speed governors are also
removed. Any future ESS software updates can be received by email and loaded directly to the
car. The stock ECU software will be saved and can easily be restored in the future. The car
behaves just like stock until you demand power, then the car completely transform providing
brutal acceleration normally reserved for pure race cars. The system maintains all OBD-II
functions and it is backed by a comprehensive 2 year, unlimited mileage warranty program.
Installation takes hours using normal hand tools and no irreversible modifications to the car are
necessary. System components:. Installation time: hours. The system is designed and
calibrated for OEM Euro style exhaust headers. OEM US headers will also work well if the car
does not see extensive track use. VT specs :. US 49 state emissions compliant ECU software is
available upon request. California â€” For off-road use only. Everything from the craftsmanship
of the kit. To the carefully packed and wrapped box. To the super easy directions and the top
notch customer support. The power is unbelievable! I could not be happier! It's truly the best
piece of kit for E46 M3. Well engineered and high quality. Quite easy to install, no special tools
needed. Drivability is perfect, very stock feeling but once you over 4K rpm beast awakening
providing brutal acceleration. Toggle menu Gift Certificate Login or Sign Up 0. Camaro Gen.
Shop by Category Audi R8 Gen. E34 5-Series i M60 i M Alpina Roadster S Z4 2. X6-Series 3. M3
M4. SS ZL1. LS3 LS7. LP LP You save. Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase
Quantity:. Share This Article. Product Videos. Custom Field. Disclaimer: This product is not
compliant with the California Air Resource Board and not for use on public roads in California.
Power ratings are subject to conditions and dynamometer model used. Any major changes in
airflow components such as high flow cats or enlarged throttle body diameters may require
custom tuning optimization which VF does not include or provide. Designed to provide the most
consistent charge temperatures under aggressive driving, the VF water intercooler system has
a greater propensity to dissipate heat energy out of the air charge than an air intercooler. VF
use state of the art production manufacturing processes to create the highest quality
supercharger kit on the market. A supercharger system designed with 2 stages of power, each
stage up-gradable to the next, this piece of kit is for quality discerning enthusiasts only.
VF-Engineering chose to build this kit with the most efficient Vortech unit available â€” the V3 Si
trim. Its super quiet helical cut gears make it super stealthy yet still remind onlookers that there
is something different under the hood. Designed to provide the most consistent charge with the
cooled water circulating through it from a custom molded water reservoir, an OEM front mount
radiator and water pump. The high displacement bypass valve recirculates air charge off throttle
to minimize manifold pressure instantly. The bypass valve is one of the largest available valves
in that frame. These injectors match the OEM fuel pattern and provide optimal combustion and
superior fuel efficiency but with significantly greater horsepower potential. Featuring nearly
twice the flow rate, these injectors are calibrated with proprietary software flashed into the ECU
through the OBD2 port. The flashing can be easily performed by the installer with a
programming cable and a software file emailed to you. Each power level is tuned with a specific
custom-calibrated software version. This meticulous choice of fuel injector and software
integration is one of the key components in the VF supercharger system. Combined with
efficiently written ECU supercharger code, the precise fuel atomization of this Bosch EV14 high
flow injector allows critical fuel trimming to match the ECUs processor requests. Customer
understands that modifying their car bares certain risks including engine failure and both
parties understand and agree to hold VF Engineering harmless of liability from installation and
use of this product. It is therefore NOT legal for use on public roads in the State of California or
other states with similar laws. By installing this product on your vehicle you assume all
responsibility and consequences. Supercharger Systems are considered special order, and not
returnable without written consent by VF Engineering. Components and sensors near the limit
of their wear tolerance may need replacement. VF-Engineering is not responsible for trouble
shooting, diagnostic costs or consequential cost. Not legal for street use in State of California.
Menu Cart. Land Rover Range Rover 5. Add To Cart. Coming soon. Contact VF Engineering Inc.
Please see our full Price Match Policy for details. For more information, go to Mod Experts Are
Standing By! See our Promo Codes before Checkout. You save. Rating Required Select Rating 1
star worst 2 stars 3 stars average 4 stars 5 stars best. Email Required. Review Subject Required.
Comments Required. We Price Match! Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase
Quantity:. This supercharger has been designed to be a direct bolt-on system to offer you the
quickest and easiest installation process. ESS Superchargers are tested extensively on and off
the track to ensure you with maximum performance and reliability. Featuring the highly efficient

and very reliable, self contained Vortech V3 supercharger unit in Si trim, the supercharger is
capable of producing up to hp. VT Comes with a specially developed cast aluminum intake
manifold assembly with an integrated high capacity bypass valve designed not only for
optimum flow, but for minimal weight to not disrupt the iconic chassis balance of the M3. The
VT is a complete system with everything you need and is easily upgradeable as all the major
hardware components are the same all the way up to our VT The system takes hours to install
using normal hand tools and no irreversible modifications to the car are necessary. Quick view
Choose Options. Benefits The car behaves just like stock until you demand power, then the car
completely transforms providing brutal acceleration normally reserved for pure race cars. VT
Specs Boost pressure: 5. The system maintains all OBD-II functions and it is backed by a
comprehensive 2-year, unlimited mileage warranty program. If you feel that you cannot properly
perform this installation, we HIGHLY recommend you bring in your vehicle and let one of our
technicians do the install. Disclaimer: This product is not compliant with the California Air
Resource Board and not for use on public roads in California. Power ratings are subject to
conditions and dynamometer model used. Any major changes in airflow components such as
high flow cats or enlarged throttle body diameters may require custom tuning optimization
which VF does not include or provide. VF-Engineering chose to supercharge the BMW E46 3
Series to improve throttle response and mid-to-top end power with the centrifugal Vortech
supercharger. With the 3. This is where the VF software comes into full play. Software flash
technology and latest BMW file versions have all been employed to provide the cleanest and the
most reliable method of software installation. VF engineers extensively re-wrote the ECU
software using their own binary, assembly and disassembly algorithms written from scratch. All
test cars were put through long term full throttle testing in conditions varying from wet cold
climates to hot dry Arizona desert temperature for safe-optimal air fuel ratios and knock activity
monitoring. Disclaimer- This product is not compliant with the California Air Resource Board
and not for use on public roads in California. The unit is positioned in line with the original
serpentine belt which is replaced with a longer OEM belt. The key to this design is that the OEM
active-spring belt tensioner remains fully functional and eliminates belt slip or the need to
manually tension the belt. The VF supercharger system remains fully OBD2 compliant and is
supported by a 1 year unlimited mil
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eage warranty on the product only. Installation can be performed in approximately 8 hours and
is non-intrusive, allowing it to be fully reversible. Customer understands that modifying their car
bares certain risks including engine failure and both parties understand and agree to hold VF
Engineering harmless of liability from installation and use of this product. It is therefore NOT
legal for use on public roads in the State of California or other states with similar laws. By
installing this product on your vehicle you assume all responsibility and consequences.
Supercharger Systems are considered special order, and not returnable without written consent
by VF Engineering. Components and sensors near the limit of their wear tolerance may need
replacement. VF-Engineering is not responsible for trouble shooting, diagnostic costs or
consequential cost. Not legal for street use in State of California. Menu Cart. Land Rover Range
Rover 5. Add To Cart. Coming Soon. Contact VF Engineering Inc.

